Community-led Co-Design

Dublin City Council Arts Office has been undertaking engagement and consultation on the
feasibility to bring forward a creative campus in the heart of the Liberties area of Dublin 8.

Strategic
Communications

•

The feasibility study commenced in June 2020 when a baseline survey into artist workspaces
was conducted . The survey was primarily hosted online with the project website receiving
hosting 1940 user visits and 3706 page views. The survey was promoted on social media and
attracted a total reach of 91.3K users. The survey invited primary users of artist workspace
to participate and received 538 responses in total comprising 417 Established Artists (78%),
85 Future Users (16%), and 34 representatives from arts organisations / institutions/ funding
bodies (6%).
This baseline survey revealed an overall dissatisfaction with the existing provision of artist
workspaces in Dublin both in terms of supply and quality. The research analysis of this baseline
produced two reports, an Analysis Report and a Findings Report which were subsequently
published to the project website www.artistworkspaces.ie.

4. Collaboration

3. Flexibility

What this looks like:

•

Using the data in the reports, seven design principles were established from this engagement 		
with the arts industry.

o

Open and accessible mixture of ground floor uses

o

Activation of publicly accessible parts of the buildings e.g. facades, 				
ground floor, frontage on to the street etc.

o

Seek to use the public realm around the Liberties area as engagement 			
and exhibition spaces

Continued engagement with diverse range of stakeholders in the area as the design
for the sites continued

o

New models for building local ownership and stewardship of the spaces to ensure 		
greater sustainability

o

Maximising access to the sites by designing for all users’ needs.

5. Readiness to change
Incorporate cutting edge technology to meet
the needs of artists now, but also factor in
future technologies and opportunities to
meet future needs.

2. Form Follows Function

6. Diverse communities

Any future design will be to ensure
the workspaces are pragmatic in their
function and respond to the practical
needs of artists and wider needs of the
community.

Sustainable Use: The project should not shy away from tackling challenges of meeting
long-term needs, and a “collective” responsibility to develop a greener and healthier
buildings, workspaces and environment, and continue the shared sense of ownership for
the development future uses, governance and management that the co-design ethos has
created within the Liberties Creative Campus project.
o

Great ideas happen in collaboration. A key
design consideration will be about fostering an
environment where artists and the community
communicate and collaborate effectively.

Flexibility should be at the core of any
design considerations – from flexibility of
artist medium to flexibility of space and
even flexible tenancy models.

A broad artist workplace should
accept diversity as a key component of
creating rich outputs.

Design
Principles

1. Value & Affordability
Creating affordable workspaces
through economical design
choices is imperative.

What this looks like:

The validity of these seven broad design principles were tested in a further co-design
engagement process with the local community to ensure their sensitivity to the
neighbourhood and local context.
During this community consultation, the feasibility sites were identified to assess the
application of the design principles to the Bridgefoot Street and Merchants Quay sites. This
engagement entailed an online survey, three workshops and eight one-to-one meetings with
local stakeholders and representatives from the arts.

Be a campus for the Liberties: Be of the community, reflecting its identity inside and out.
This means open, communal and accessible spaces and buildings, such as ground floor
/ terraces etc. with uses that meet a local need and create a vibrant shared place (for
artists, visitor and locals), and new building architecture that contributes a statement
about the Liberties, incorporating an artwork(s) as an outworking of the buildings form.

10. Sustainable Use
Adopt a “collective” responsibility to
develop greener and healthier buildings,
workspaces and environment, and
continue the shared sense of ownership
for the development future uses,
governance and management.

This provides ten design principles in total to guide the design of the proposed creative
campus. The full community consultation report is available to review at 					
www.artistworkspaces.ie.

7. Inclusive and Welcoming

Artist workspaces can have the
reputation for being closed and insular.
New workspaces should consider
openness and inclusivity as a key priority.

8. A Makers Heritage

9. Be a campus for the Liberties
Reflect the community’s identity inside
and out through open, communal and
accessible spaces and buildings.

Utilise the fabric of its historic
buildings and the heritage of the
area to reflect the Liberties’ rich
contribution to the city’s skills,
craft and trades (in particular in
weaving and textiles).

Design Principles

The survey received more than 250+ responses from people with a mix of connections 			
to The Liberties including residents, artists creating in the area, workers, and people who 		
socialise in the district.
The community research revealed strong agreement with the proposed design principles
that emerged from the baseline artist workspaces report, suggesting congruence in the core
characteristics of the future campus. However three new design principles emerged during this
engagement, these included:

•
•
•

•

A Makers Heritage: Utilise the fabric of its historic buildings and the heritage of the area
to reflect the Liberties’ rich contribution to the city’s skills, craft and trades (in particular
in weaving and textiles); a pride in its industrious past that strengthens its future as a
contemporary creative neighbourhood of makers and artists that embedded in 		
its community.

We are here

Baseline Launch

•

Research Analysis

Baseline Survey
Issued in June 2020
4 x Artist Webinar Workshops

•

August - September 2020

•

Produced

Feasibility Study Public Launch
•

-- Analysis Report

Project Website Live
www.artistworkspaces.ie

•

-- Findings Report

Social Media Posts (Facebook)

•

Liberties Creative Campus November 2020

Next Steps

Feasibility Sites identified as

•

-- Bridgefoot Street and

7 Design Principles

Develop Design Options

• Public Consultation 		 January 2021

-- 8 and 9 Merchants Quay

URDF Application

What this looks like:
o

Telling the story of the history and evolution of the Liberties area through design 		
and use of spaces

Baseline Response

Our Findings

Co-design Process

o

Respecting the existing built heritage by responding to existing character 			
in design of buildings

•

500+ individual responses

•

•

•

c.20% of resident artists in Dublin

•

2000+ people engaged on website

41% of artists surveyed are currently
seeking workspace accommodation
with no current alternatives, and an
		 additional 10% working from home.

•

Basline Research closes July 2020

•

-- Wednesday 25th
			November 2020, 6pm – 7pm

85% all artists believed current 		
workspace was unaffordable

•

Co-design Consultation Process

Artists are seeking improvements in
workspace affordability, location, 		
size and quality of space, alongside
		 specific needs such as improved
		 wifi/broadband, secure storage, 		
sound proofing and heating
•

54% of artists consider their current
space “poor” for exhibiting, performing
or commercialising their work.

3 x Webinar Workshops

-- Wednesday 25th
			November 2020, 10am – 11am

-- Thursday 26th
			November 2020, 1pm – 2pm
•

Co-design Survey

Complete Feasibility Report

